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Abstract
This paper gives guidance on how to achieve ground inspection in Type inspection report based on AIRCRAFT TYPE 
CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES (AP-21-AA-2011-03R4). It gives some main points to a conformity inspection. 
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Throughout the TC project, conformity inspection is a very important component of TC. And official flight test 
is a main portion of TC. Before official flight test start, conducting TIR, Part Ⅰ, Ground inspection, is the key which 
ensure the safety of official flight test pilots and accomplish official flight test.
1. Ground inspection in Official flight test
The basic purpose of the ground inspection is physically to verify the aircraft submitted for official flight test 
meets the minimum requirements for quality, conforms to the technical data, and is safe for the intended tests. The 
manufacturing inspector records the results with any other data requested by engineering and flight test personnel; 
and record any unsatisfactory items found in Conformity Inspection Record.  If manufacturing inspector determine 
the prototype is no bad effect on the safety of fight test and the validity of test, applicant will acquire a Special Flight 
Permits, ClassⅠ , following AIRCRAFT AND RELATED PRODUCTE AIRWORTHINESS CERTIFICATION 
PROCEDUR S (AP-21-AA-2008-05R2).
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And another purpose of the ground inspection is to complete the TIR, Part Ⅰ, Ground Inspection.
1.1. Compile TIR.
Type Certification Team (TCT) leader request conformity inspection by issuance of Type Inspection 
Authorization (TIA), with necessary description provided. Engineering representative and manufacturing inspector 
contribute to the TIR, Ground inspection, following the appropriate certification basis and the requirement of TIA. 
Items should be clearly to manufacturing inspector.
1.2. Perform TIR, PartⅠ.
The ground inspection is normally a progressive inspection performed in three phases, depending on the 
project’s complexity.
A. Phase Ⅰ- Preliminary Ground Inspection.
It is the first inspection on the prototype. The point is to verify that all inspections and function tests can be 
performed satisfactorily during development and construction of the prototype. 
The applicant should arrange to notify the manufacturing inspector promptly whenever they change components, 
or installations previously cleared through the manufacturing inspector. The manufacturing inspector should then 
witness these re-inspections as necessary.
This inspection can be performed with the issuance of Special Flight Permits. 
B. Phase Ⅱ- Official Ground Inspection.
This is the final inspection of the complete prototype and should be performed just before the official flight test. 
As far in advance as possible, manufacturing inspectors should work out detailed procedures for conducting 
inspections and testing for both phases. They should also coordinate these procedures with the applicant to avoid 
unnecessary delays and duplication of effort. To notify the manufacturing inspector that the aircraft is ready for 
inspection, applicants submit an Form AAC-037, Statement of conformity. This is the applicant’s commitment that 
the aircraft is ready for official flight test.
To give official flight test personnel enough time to prepare for the flight test, the manufacturing inspector 
should notify them when Phase Ⅱof the Official Ground Inspection starts.
The manufacturing inspector can witness the inspection using the following: the TIR, part Ⅰ, as a guide, the 
related regulations as a basic reference, and following the TIA instructions. If the inspection reveals unsatisfactory 
conditions, the manufacturing inspector should discuss them with the applicant’s representatives, and coordinate with 
the applicant.  
The manufacturing inspector should witness all ground operable systems as required by the TIA. Only the 
applicant’s personnel should operate the particular system. Manufacturing inspectors should also witness the 
weighing of the aircraft and verify scale accuracy as required by the TIA. The manufacturing inspector and flight test 
engineer should also verify the weight and balance report; the report should show the actual empty weight center of 
gravity and the list of equipment installed.
A qualified agency should calibrate instruments, gauges, recording devices, and so forth, which are used in 
official flight test. The manufacturing inspector must determine that the equipment is properly installed and safe for 
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operation. Additional functional test may be required after installation. 
After Official Ground Inspection, if there is no bad effect on the safety of fight test and the validity of test, a 
Special Flight Permit, ClassⅠ, will be issued. Prototype is ready for flight. Since then, the applicant should perform 
no work on the aircraft after completion of the Phase Ⅱ inspection, unless the manufacturing inspector agrees.
Almost invariably there will be inspection items left over that cannot be determined at this time, such as 
instrument markings, placards, unusable fuel, and so forth. These inspections can be completed during Phase Ⅲ when 
an opportunity arises and before type certification.
C. Phase Ⅲ – Coordinated Ground-Flight Inspection.
Throughout the official flight test program, the manufacturing inspector should determine that the applicant has 
a plan to ensure that the aircraft is given adequate inspection. The inspection should reveal any unsafe conditions that 
may develop. The applicant must correct those conditions before further official flight test participation. The 
applicant should coordinate the frequency and extent of such checks with the manufacturing inspector. The 
manufacturing inspector should participate in the checks whenever practicable to determine compliance.
Manufacturing inspector must determine that the applicant corrected all unsatisfactory items before the official
flight test. They also should coordinate all nonconformities with the TCT leader before releasing the aircraft for 
official flight test. It is important that the assigned manufacturing inspector be knowledgeable of the TIA 
requirements and the operation of the aircraft and its systems. This ensures the safe completion of the TIA-mandated 
flight test. Initially manufacturing inspectors decide if the test aircraft is ready for official flight test. They base their 
decision on whether they find the aircraft is in a condition for safe operation and for the testing to be conducted. 
The coordination between the manufacturing inspector and the official flight test pilot is emphasized. They 
should have a system for informing each other of daily changes to the airplane and problems encountered during 
flight test. Prototype shouldn’t be prohibited multiple flights, so long as the assigned manufacturing inspector has: 
conducted any necessary inspections, corrected all unsatisfactory items , reviewed all planned aircraft configurations 
for the desired test, and coordinated with the official flight test pilot. 
The official flight test pilot should not fly a test aircraft without coordinating with the assigned manufacturing 
inspector or the TCT leader. This ensures that the manufacturing inspector or the TCT leader released the aircraft for 
flight.
The manufacturing inspector should determine if the applicant carried out the various loading conditions 
specified by the flight test specialist. This includes a determination that the ballast used is accurately weighed, located, 
and safely secured.
1.3. Complete TIR, Part Ⅰ.
There are two parts in TIR: Ground inspection and flight test. TIR should:
a) Be completed within 90days after TC/TDA issuance,
b) Contain all the TIA inspection and test results,
c) Contain a chronological list of all changes made to the prototype product during the test program, and 
d) Be approved by appropriate supervisors.
Manufacturing inspection personnel prepare the TIR, PartⅠ, Ground Inspection. The TIR is a way to record and 
report the product configuration and all significant unsatisfactory conditions found as a result of the inspector’s and 
designee’s activities during the type inspection.
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Part Ⅰof the TIR should be completed as soon as possible after all TIA inspections are accomplished. The 
original TIR is filed in the project file. 
To ensure a detailed and comprehensive report, the manufacturing inspector should, in addition to following the 
instructions for the TIR package, complete:
a) Conformity Inspections Record. The manufacturing inspector should initiate a Form AAC-034, Conformity 
Inspection Record, listing for each inspection. All unsatisfactory items listed on AAC-034 should be resolved 
between the manufacturing Inspector and the applicant before completing the TIR. List all corrective actions on 
AAC-034. The original becomes an attachment to the TIR.
b) Attach Form AAC-037, Statement of Conformity, to the TIR. Record the TIA project number in the top 
margin.
c) Request for Conformity Inspection. The Request for Conformity Inspection issued before the TIA and the 
reporting data for the request becomes a part of the TIA. If a Request for Conformity Inspection is issued after the 
TIA for the same project, the originals become an attachment to the TIR as ‘other inspections deemed necessary’.
d) Supporting Data. Attach copies of all other supporting data, such as weight and balance reports.
Manufacturing inspector should submit the arranged TIR file package to the TCT leader. 
2. Summary
Establishing a workable conformity inspection plan, and performing TIR, Ground inspection following it, is the 
precondition to ensure the prototype safety and acquire the TC.
